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With Mabula still waiting for heavy rainfall, one would expect a paucity of sightings, but the opposite has been true, 

seemingly in defiance the dry season. More tricks are pulled out the bag, with the discovery of pangolin, mating 

Madjuma lion and lioness, and waterholes continuing to be on the southern side of the reserve, activity for most 

animals is mainly on those areas. As the heat and wind continue to rise it allows for some of the most spectacular 

sunsets I have ever witnessed. Dust-filled skies trap short wavelengths of light; as the sun nears the horizon it 

showcases a spectacle of deep reds and oranges as the particles of dust are illuminated – a perfect time for back-

lighting and silhouettes. 
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October has provided endless excitement around every corner. Cheetah viewing continues to dominate the 

highlights of the large carnivores. Lions have been on and off, frequenting Madjuma and the lifeline it provides at this 

dry time of the year. Dynamics of these large cats continue to be shuffled around. Waterholes are a popular choice 

for many animals in the early hours of afternoon safari drive and late morning. Migratory birds continue to arrive, 

and it’s only a matter of time before the first true rains are here and an abundance of wildlife explodes as many 

herbivores begin birthing.

One of the things I love most about guiding is watching the joy my guests get from seeing an animal for the very 

first time; so imagine how much better it is when that person didn’t even know the animal existed before they 

arrived at Mabula. It is priceless to see the look they get as they clap eyes on an animal whose appearance fits 

somewhere between a dinosaur, an artichoke and a small dog covered in giant toenails that they couldn’t possibly 

have thought up for themselves. Many South Africans will know this animal as their ever-elusive nemesis and 

for those who don’t know this creature; I’d like to introduce you to the pangolin. I have always wanted to see a 

Pangolin, for as long as I can remember, and even more so since I began guiding. It is something that was always in 

the back of my mind but I never thought I would have the rare privilege of actually seeing one. I used to joke with 

fellow guides, that if a Pangolin was called in on the radio, I would cross the entire reserve to view it and experience 

this rarity with my guests. So, when the call came in early morning from guide Russell Cooper that he had found a 

Pangolin on Hunters road, and it was relaxed, I wasted no time in heading over to where it was. Fortunately, I was 

a mere 5 kilometres from where it had been found and managed to view this strange creature up in a distance, as I 

was in a hurry and forgot my camera behind.
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There are eight species of this scaly creature, four of which are found in Africa and four in Asia. Two of the Asian 

species are listed as endangered and the others are all rapidly declining in number. The astonishing and little-known 

reason for this is that the pangolin is the most trafficked animal on the planet.

Pangolins, or Scaly Anteaters, are fascinating creatures and they’re the only mammals whose skin is covered in 

scales. Pangolins walk on their hindlegs, with their tiny little arms flapping around in the air. Though many think of 

them as reptiles, pangolins are actually mammals. They are the only mammals wholly-covered in scales and they 

use those scales to protect themselves from predators in the wild. If under threat, a pangolin will immediately curl 

into a tight ball and will use their sharp-scaled tails to defend themselves. Pangolins are one of the more unique and 

peculiar animals that exist today. This mammal is prehistoric and has been around for 80 million years. In addition to 

its extremely tough armour of scales, the pangolin has evolved some amazing and surprising abilities during its long 

history.

Pangolins eat ants, termites and larvae and are often known as “the scaly anteater.” Because they have no teeth, 

pangolins pick up food with their sticky tongues, which can sometimes reach lengths greater than the animal’s body. 

Pangolins are ancient animals. The earliest pangolin fossils date back to the Eocene epoch, 35 million to 55 million 

years ago, shortly after the dinosaurs went extinct. Despite their reptilian appearance, they are in facts mammals 

and are covered in hard scales that when they roll up make them virtually impenetrable and protect their soft face 

and undersides. They have large claws and powerful forearms, which they use to dig into the ground as well as 

termite mounds for food.  They have a long, sticky tongue that they use to lap up their food. Amazingly the tongue 

is actually attached near its pelvis and last pair of ribs. At rest the tongue retracts into a sheath in its chest cavity and 

in some of the smaller pangolin species, their tongue is actually longer than their entire body length. They do not 

have teeth and so their food is ground down in their muscular stomach, which also has keratinous spines projecting 

into its interior, and is ground against soil and small pebbles ingested during the feeding process, similar to a bird’s 

gizzard.
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They have an incredibly good sense of smell and can actually close their ears and nostrils when feeding to keep 

insects out. They live about twenty years, give birth to one baby at a time, which they wean at about three months 

and which catches rides on its’ mothers back or tail. The Pangolin is an obscure looking creature and may not 

be the most beautiful or charismatic of the African species. Although these extraordinary creatures are not in the 

limelight, they are a reminder of the diversity of species and design on planet earth. No one would miss a species 

they didn’t know existed and so it is wild places like Mabula that are so important because they are a space where 

people have the opportunity to meet and fall in love with some of our weirder African animals. The photographic 

opportunity was not great at all, however, it was a Pangolin, and we saw it.

The fascinating interaction between different species that forge interdependent relationships to the advantage of at 

least one of the parties involved is called symbiosis and refers to how these species live together and rely on each 

other for survival. 

Mainly three types of symbiosis exist; commensalism results in a positive benefit for one of the species, while the 

other remains unaffected; parasitism affects one party negatively and mutualism creates a harmonious platform 

where both species take advantage from the relationship. At Mabula a multitude of interesting examples of 

mutualism take place, providing a win-win solution and healthy functioning of the natural ecosystem. Perched on 

the back of a variety of mammals such as zebra, eland, giraffe, buffalo and antelope, Oxpeckers - of which there are 

two local species – they have a mutually beneficial relationship with these mammals.
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They feed almost exclusively on what they can collect from the host’s hide. Ticks, fleas, mites, flies and lice are 

plucked from the ears and sensitive skin of the host, relieving itchiness and irritation. Dead epidermal flakes and 

wounds are also exploited, the latter for rotting wound tissue, fly maggots and fluids - including substantial amounts 

of blood. In this way, the Oxpeckers assist with the cleaning of wounds and promote healing - although prolonged 

activity may actually delay healing. The Oxpeckers bill is specially adapted to laterally compress which helps the birds 

work their way through their host’s coat in a comb-like fashion.

As part of a perfect working relationship combining constant pest control and a source of food, the Oxpeckers also 

makes loud chirping and hissing noises when spotting danger, providing a warning system to their much larger 

hosts.

A mutualistic relationship exists between the unlikely duo of the Yellow-billed Hornbill and the mongoose, where 

both species keep a lookout and warn each other of danger while feeding together.

Constantly on the prowl for prey, Mongooses turn over stones and dig in the ground for scorpions and other 

invertebrates. While snapping up whatever morsels the mongooses miss, the hornbills in turn provide an alarm 

system warning of imminent danger. From a higher vantage point, the hornbill utters an alarm call upon spotting 

raptors or a ground predator, sending the mongooses dashing to the nearest place of safety.
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The relationship between these two species is so stable that hornbills wait in the early morning outside mongoose 

burrows and if the inhabitants are slow to rise, tap on the termite mound in an attempt to rouse its sleepy band of 

companions. The species involved in a mutualistic relationship co-evolved; each was part of the other’s environment 

and found ways to benefit both parties in the long-term, assisting one another in surviving the challenges of Mother 

Nature. These species demonstrate the ability to abandon their usual strategies and learn something new, a very 

useful skill for humans too.

I am that person who gives the importance of pausing and listening much credit, it is something that I was learned 

very quickly during my guiding career; it is completely necessary out here in the bush. Pausing allows oneself to 

evaluate your surroundings and tune in to the subtle cues of the bush that may lead you to your reward. This is 

mirrored in life.
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Out in the wilds we may ignore the squeak of a diminutive squirrel from high up in a tree, or the cry of a hornbill, or 

assume that the impala that is alarming further down the ridge is just rutting. Oh little did we know that these sounds 

are great indicators for the art of the possible – in this case a lion sighting.

One thing I absolutely love about nature is how it keeps us guessing! Our natural world seems to break the rules 

and we often get the opportunity to observe some pretty bizarre things. At first glance many things seem unusual 

or even crazy but from nature’s point of view, it all forms part of a greater plan. Still, the following phenomena have 

often left people scratching their heads…

“Elephant damage!” is now a common phrase in reaction to the sight of fallen trees, and landscapes bereft of trees. 

Elephants utilize trees such as Marula, round teak leaf tree, Acacias and Bushwillow for nutrition, and may strip bark, 

break branches or push trees over as they forage – with large bulls pushing over more trees than cows do. Trees that 

are trimmed down, rather than pushed over, become vulnerable to insects and fire.
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By engaging in this ‘ecosystem engineering’ behavior, elephants benefit ecosystems by improving plant diversity 

– opening up woody areas to grassland. Elephants are also important dispersers and germination agents of tree 

seeds, often depositing those seeds in a ball of organic fertilizer (dung) up to 65 km away from the mother tree, 

with the seed having a higher chance of germination after being exposed to acids in the elephant’s digestive 

system. Elephants produce up to 150 kg of wet dung per day, further enriching the ecosystem by promoting overall 

biological diversity and introducing micro-habitats for insects, frogs and reptiles. On the other hand, the dominance 

of elephants above a certain threshold can, in conjunction with fire, result in the removal of large trees, and resultant 

reduction in diversity of birds, bats and small mammals. Let us look more further. 

Do we really need elephants on Mabula?

On safari drive south of the reserve on Tlou pass road. We encounter the first obstacle. Lannea Discolor, a Live long 

tree. About 30 years old. Split about one-and-a-half meters above the root. Branches broken and littered on the road 

surface. Hmmm Elephants

This got me thinking: why do we need elephant on a reserve like Mabula? Are they not a relic of the past where 

Africa was open to their migrations; both seasonal and social? I mean; here we are on a reserve that can handle 

only a finite number of elephant because of their feeding and habitat requirements. Too many and they destroy their 

habitat completely, taking all the lesser game species with them. Too few and their social systems collapse.
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Sure; in a natural world, the African elephant is one of the mammals that will modify their habitat to create open 

areas needed by other animals for sufficient feeding. And then there is seed dispersal. With an insatiable appetite and 

a gut system not unlike our own, they are not that great in digesting seeds and fruits. Look at any elephant bolus (the 

term for a big, round ball of dung) and you will notice the seed of a dozen different plants in a great growth medium. 

Birds from the minute Blue Waxbill to the Helmeted Guinea fowl dig through the dung for a tasty morsel of grass or 

tree seed. Their ‘wasteful’ eating habits allow smaller animals, steenbok and bushbuck, to name a few access to the 

nutritious top layer of the leaf of the broken branches they discard. They unconsciously create living spaces for field 

mice and gerbils and termites and a host of other bugs.

By my reckoning elephant has got a place in the ecological welfare of Mabula, but do we really need them?

My answer is an unequivocal YES. We need them not only for their ecological powers either. We need them for far 

more…We need elephant for their majesty. Their sheer size to keep us humble. We need their strength and power to 

bring back a small bit of our own aboriginal respect for nature. We need their good humour and playfulness around 

a waterhole. We need their intelligence to bring us back to our own roots in the natural world. We need them to 

make us grounded. We need them to produce those beautiful sightings when we are on safari. I can go on and on 

about reasons why we need them.
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Let me close this month newsletter by congratulating guides who went extra mile to receive prices on the guides 

year end function. Every year Mabula gives all employees year end party, guides are the first once to get their party 

due to being busy from November and they cannot leave guests and go have party. It was indeed wonderful night 

and good atmosphere. Guides enjoyed being transported to Mvubu dam by all HOD’s from other department and 

be served by HOD’s including our General Manager. Isn’t that special? To sit back, guided, served dinner and drinks 

by your own boss. It is incredible. The theme of the evening was Disney.

Congratulations to Liam Heighton (best guide of the year), George Chirau (best guest’s comments on Trip Advisor).  

Frans Letsoalo (best guest’s comments Bushtime) and Cyrano Padiachy (our biggest winner on Mabula and Lilizela 

Best guide of the year in Gauteng Province). After all you are all the winners, you all excelled this year, making sure 

that our guests were happy all the time. Being a guide is not a career but a passion that will carry on and on forever. 

You are not only the face of Mabula but the face of South Africa and the whole world. You are the celebrities of 

Tourism. And you must be proud of yourselves. 

Once again, thank you to photos contributors, Riette Smit, Charne and Tiaan 

That is all for this month. Enjoy reading

From Isaiah and Mabula family

Bushveld Greetings


